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Abstract: Federated Clouds provides efficient resource pricing 

using static and dynamic methods. Most of these pricing models 

are analyzed based on cloud service provider perspective to 

maximize their revenue. Need of pricing model to prioritize the 

users request for allocating resources according to their demands 

and provide maximum utility within optimal price. This paper 

analyzes the viability of Adaptive Paris metro pricing (APMP) in 

agent based model for federated clouds to achieve equilibrium 

between provider and users of cloud in gaining maximum revenue 

with optimal price. Further APMP achieving strategy proof is 

analyzed with simulation support for federated clouds. 

Index Terms: Federated Clouds, Cloud resource pricing, 

Adaptive Paris Metro Pricing, Agent based model.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Federated clouds play a prominent role in providing 

flexible cloud services to customers without any loss on 

effective utilization of resources in cloud computing. It avoids 

vendor lock-in problems for cloud customers. It provides 

reliable resource pricing management along with criteria for 

evaluating the customer satisfaction in utilization of resources 

with a nominal price. It doesn’t ensure customers to face the 

losses with overhead investment in cloud resource pricing 

with prior knowledge of resource requirements. Many pricing 

models were proposed to handle the issue of resource pricing 

in federated clouds. Every model has it owns problems and 

concerns in providing effective utilization of resources at 

appropriate price. Cloud pricing models can be of both static 

and dynamic. Static pricing models haven’t much importance 

in federated clouds and they are not favorable to cloud 

customers in performing effective resource management. 

Dynamic pricing schemes have been given much importance 

in federated clouds for providing resources at any time 

without any delay for cloud customers at nominal price but all 

these schemes were developed in cloud service provider 

perspective to achieve maximum revenue for him they haven’t 

worked for cloud customer perspective. Dynamic pricing 

scheme has given a mechanism to satisfy rational user’s 

requests for multiple resource types [9].This scheme was 
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developed to achieve strategy proof dynamic scheme with 

fixed pricing and able to provide solution of incentive 

management for individual rational users. 

Market based resource allocation mechanism was provided 

with one of the dynamic pricing scheme where they resolved 

thorough economic perspective issues for allocating 

resources [10] and highlighted computational challenges 

which are undertaken in terms of providers perspective. 

Revenue maximization [7] was achieved using one of the 

dynamic pricing schemes where auction theory was taken in 

to consideration for bidding resources by different service 

providers to provide resources to customers. Different 

bidding strategies were highlighted in this scheme in order to 

achieve maximum revenue for cloud service providers. 

Heterogeneous user demands with truthful online auctions 

were designed for cloud computing to support variety 

applications and valuation types of job oriented and resource 

aggressive [2].Specific bidding language was used in this 

model to generate multiple users resource type requests and 

evaluated for designing payment function and maximize 

bidder’s utility with allocation rule. 

Agent based dynamic pricing model was highlighted in [1] 

[5] for price determination. The fair pricing function and non 

negative price function were used by provider agents [1] to 

estimate the profit gained by them and water filling algorithm 

was used for evaluating fairness, risk freeness, non-negativity 

and stability for above pricing functions. The price 

determination for multi-tenant environment [5] was done 

through agent based approach some specified algorithms like 

limited discount period, Protection level were analyzed for 

calculating revenue for providers. Thus it is clear from above 

discussion that dynamic pricing schemes were designed 

mostly in perspective of providers to generate maximum 

revenue but none of the model has highlighted the customer 

perspective of gaining optimal price for maximum resources 

utility. Further in this paper we discuss the   Paris Metro 

Pricing Scheme in related works and highlight the extended 

features of PMP in Adaptive Paris Metro Pricing (APMP) 

scheme in agent based model for federated clouds in 

motivating example and system model and try to analyze the 

achievement of equilibrium price between multi-users and 

providers using game theory approaches. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Paris Metro Pricing (PMP) [14] is simplest approach of 

static pricing used during network congestion to provide 

differential services dividing complete channel into set of 

classes for different users in order satisfy their requests for 

efficient usage of network for 

optimal price.  
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A mathematical model of PMP scheme was analyzed for 

pricing packet networks [11], in this network is split into 

autonomous sub-networks and each sub-network has its own 

capacity 

 link for allocation of user requests and categorization of 

classes is done based on the users request to achieve high 

utilization of network by generating maximum revenue for 

network providers. In this paper they highlighted on 

multi-application extension of PMP for different classes by 

considering losses and delays as per Quality of Service (QoS) 

requirements of user’s requests. 

PMP viability for digital services was analyzed by 

considering it as flat rate pricing scheme for achieving social 

welfare and provider profit by categorizing classes in terms of 

utility sensitive service and latency sensitive service [6].PMP 

model was tested for different internet service classes under 

competition like social optimum, monopoly and duopoly. 

Optimization of internet pricing was highlighted in [8] 

[15][12] in order to enhance usage of internet under different 

circumstances. Formulation of new pricing schemes was done 

under multiple QoS networks [8] and was analyzed to offer 

better pricing to enhance customer usage of internet. 

Prioritization of pricing classes for differentiated service 

networks was analyzed for customers with elastic traffic [15] 

in order to maximize the profits with formulation as a 

non-cooperative game.  The Tirupathi pricing model was 

formulated in [12] to achieve for social optimality in internet 

pricing and the model was analyzed for differentiated join 

services for parallel queues. 

PMP pricing model was analyzed for QoS with a single 

service provider in [13] and formulated it as a subscription 

pricing with taking congestion of channel into consideration. 

Different aspects of system at equilibrium for QoS, user 

choice, provider profit and undifferentiated service with user 

choice were evaluated. Applicability of PMP for 5G 

heterogeneous networks [3] for different user equipments in 

providing multi radio access technologies services using 

differentiated service classes. The extended version of PMP 

i.e. Adaptive Paris Metro Pricing ( APMP) for mobile data 

networks was analyzed for providing dynamic accessible 

prices of differentiated classes for specific time period [4].In 

this APMP model the goal was to achieve maximum revenue 

for operators and achieve optimal revenue for mobile users 

with in a mean time. 

III. APMP USAGE IN AGENT BASED MODEL 

A. Motivation and System Model 

The motivation of considering the Adaptive Pricing Model 

(APMP) in agent based model for federated clouds is most of 

requests made by cloud customer agents lead to resource 

congestion at provider agents. This resource congestion can 

be resolved by migration of some set of resources to the 

required provider agents from others by forming a collation. 

APMP is used for pricing those resources by avoiding 

congestion and given pricing choice to get service the request 

for specified resources. APMP enhances dynamic pricing 

scheme approach in agent based model of federated clouds to 

generate maximum revenue for provider agents and provide 
optimum pricing function for customer agents to have a better 

choice of optimal price for high utility of resources. Let us 

consider the resource requirements given by cloud customer 

agent as a three tuple specifying computing, primary memory 

and secondary memory requirements i.e. 

.This resource request is 

collected by broker agent and provide information to different 

provider agents then all provider agents try to form collations 

in order to satisfy the customer agent requirements. The 

aggregated provider agents will specify the price information 

along with service time specifications to broker agents for 

categorizing them into different classes. Each class i formed 

at broker agents will announce the acceptable price 

information  and specify the service time  

  in advance. 
The cloud customer agent j will be using pricing function to 

pay the total price for usage of resources of particular class i  

and total available capacity of resources is given by 

 

         (1)  

=

(2) 

, ,  
Price vector for each resource of class i 

( , , resources provided weighted  

vector of class i( ),  is total delay 

taken to form the class i and make available for service. 

The total pricing function in (1) varies for different time 

instances and cloud customer agents who have utilized  

the resources will have an optimal choice to choose among 

different classes and their utility of resources is maintained in 

a separate log file for future prediction of cloud customer 

requirements. Delay parameter considered in (2) is normally 

used during outage and loss of resources measurement so as to 

avoid congestion of resources allocation during service time. 

The utilization of resources for optimal price is estimated 

for particular user  is given by 

 

    (3) 

-Maximum utility of available resources for accessible 

price 

- Total pricing function used for calculating actual price 

of utilization. 

 

V≥ ≥ ≥……≥ ≥0 

 

-Congestion function for total no of 

customer agents   while utilizing  capacity of resources 

available for utilization. 

The cloud customer agent finally will have a choice (1) 

Select the class i service so as to get high utility  

  i= arg              (4) 

(2) .Move out of service 

classes in order to not to get 

service   
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Let the total resource usage for class i be  

                   (5) 

Where is the set of resources utilized by customer agent j 

for particular instance. 

Total revenue can be calculated for provider agent is given by 

  TR=  )      (6) 

The complete utilization of all classes by customer agent j is 

measured by 

   .           (7) 

The total delay caused by all classes to get serviced for 

customer agent j is specified by 

             (8) 

B. Strategy Proof using APMP  

The strategy proof can be used to check viability of APMP 

in agent based model for federated clouds. It checks causes of   

social welfare S(p) and attaining provider  profit π(p) where p 

is set of differentiated prices  p=  for m service classes 

and  there exists  a set of cut-off users at equilibrium θ= 

.  

The equilibrium between customer agent total pricing 

function and provider agent revenue is analyzed by following 

constraints. 

C1:  …… . 

C2:   for j  

F(   or F(  F(  if 1  

C3:  ( Func   if 

1  

 
The above equilibrium constraints are considered while 

calculating social welfare and provider profit.  

Social welfare is given by  

S(p)   ) .f(θ) dθ  (9) 

Where f(θ) cumulative distributed function. 

Provider Profit is given by 

 

Π(p)                   (10) 

The social welfare takes care of individual rational where 

each user will get chance of choosing their optimal price 

without any loss in utilizing the class i resources and 

generating revenue for provider is calculated using total 

profit. Incentive compatibility is attained by calculating loss 

of probability and outage probability while utilizing 

resources after allocation by broker agent. 

Loss of probability is given by 

      (11) 

 Outage Probability is given by  

          (12) 

IV. RESULTS 

Analysis of Social welfare and Total profit for capacity and 

latency service Let us consider 4 service classes with price 

vectors PV1 (11.95, 23.25, 6.35), PV2 (9.34,12.45,4.23) 

PV3(4.56,17.89,13.35) PV4 (5.67,41.34,2.34) Resource 

vectors RV1(5,8,90) ,RV(6,16,50), RV3(4,4,60), 

RV4(10,32,100), delay vector(0.65,0.23,0.38,0.04) 

acceptable price vector (58.95,87.97,67.45,45.86) Service 

time vector (0.96,0.45,0.34,0.89) ,2 customer agents request 

vectors Reqv1(2,16,50) Reqv2 (3,8,80) .To check the social 

welfare and total profit for capacity shared service and latency 

shared service. 

 
Figure 1: Social Welfare for capacity 

service  

 
Figure 2: Total Profit for capacity service 

 

 
Figure 3: Social Welfare for latency service 
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Figure 4: Total for Latency Service 〖  

The Figure 1and Figure 2 are used for observation of social 

welfare at congestion of capacity service where every 

customer agent will have equal choice of getting benefited by 

utilizing resources from differential priced classes for 

different values m, p1, and p2.similarly Figure 3 and Figure 4 

are used of observation of total profit at latency service where 

every customer agent will gain equal chance getting profit 

earned for different values of m, p1, p2.  

B. Viability of differentiated pricing for APMP  

The capacity service considered for  is 

differentiated for  then 

                                 (13) 

The latency service considered for  is 

differentiated for  then  

                             (14) 

The above equations will be used for realization of APMP 

applicability for checking social welfare and total profit. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The APMP approach in agent based model for federated 

clouds applicability is analyzed for achieving strategy proof 

in order to make customer agents attain an optimal price by 

having a choice for getting serviced with differential pricing. 

The congestion of capacity and latency service influence on 

total profit and social welfare is measured and simulated for 

different p values. The service class formation mostly 

depends on collation formation by provider agents so, further 

work need to be done in that direction to form service classes 

at  broker agent in order to provide optimal choice of price to 

service customer request at different instances. 
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